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ABSTRACT
Purpose To evaluate the diagnostic performance of
corneal confocal microscopy (CCM) in assessing corneal
nerve parameters in patients with diabetic peripheral
neuropathy (DPN).
Methods Studies in the literature that focused on CCM
and DPN were retrieved by searching PubMed, Excerpt
Medica Database (EMBASE) and China National
Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) databases. RevMan
V.5.3 software was used for the meta-analysis. The
results are presented as weighted mean difference
(WMD) with a corresponding 95% CI.
Results 13 studies with a total of 1680 participants
were included in the meta-analysis. The pooled results
showed that the corneal nerve fibre density, nerve
branch density and nerve fibre length were significantly
reduced (all p<0.00001) in the patients with DPN
compared with healthy controls ((WMD=−18.07, 95%
CI −21.93 to −14.20), (WMD=−25.35, 95% CI
−30.96 to −19.74) and (WMD=−6.37, 95% CI −7.44
to −5.30)) and compared with the diabetic patients
without DPN ((WMD=−8.83, 95% CI −11.49 to
−6.17), (WMD=−13.54, 95% CI −20.41 to −6.66)
and (WMD=−4.19, 95% CI −5.35 to −3.04)),
respectively. No significant difference was found in the
corneal nerve fibre tortuosity coefficient between diabetic
patients with DPN and healthy controls (p=0.80) or
diabetic patients without DPN (p=0.61).
Conclusions This meta-analysis suggested that CCM
may be valuable for detecting and assessing early nerve
damage in DPN patients.

INTRODUCTION
Diabetic neuropathy is heterogeneous, affecting dif-
ferent parts of the nervous system and resulting in
diverse clinical symptoms. Reappraisal of diabetic
neuropathy definitions and diagnostic criteria has
been recently provided by the Toronto Diabetic
Neuropathy Expert Group.

1 The expert panel pro-
posed definitions for typical diabetic peripheral
neuropathy (DPN) as a chronic, symmetrical,
length-dependent diabetic sensorimotor polyneur-
opathy. Early and accurate detection of DPN enables
prevention of long-term complications, anticipation
of deterioration and assessment of new therapies.
Symptom scores, quantitative sensory testing and
electrophysiology are some of the diagnostic tools
used to identify DPN. However, current methods
are unsatisfactory in that they lack sensitivity and
require expert assessment, focusing only on large
fibres or employing invasive methodology.1

Corneal confocal microscopy (CCM) is a non-
invasive method that allows study of the human
cornea in vivo. It has increasingly been used to assess
the morphology of the sub-basal corneal nerve

plexus. The main parameters of corneal nerve
morphology include nerve fibre density (NFD), nerve
branch density (NBD), nerve fibre length (NFL) and
corneal nerve fibre tortuosity or the tortuosity coeffi-
cient (TC). Several review articles have described the
principles, applications and practical approaches to
capture images, and the clinical correlation of CCM
in the study of corneal nerves in diabetic and other
peripheral neuropathies.2–4 Recent studies have
assessed the diagnosis and monitoring of DPN using
CCM.5–19 However, controversial results exist and
some studies are less convincing because of a small
sample size. Therefore, a meta-analysis is imperative
because it is a powerful tool for summarising results
from different studies by producing a single estimate
of the major effect with enhanced accuracy. The
purpose of the current study was to perform a sys-
tematic review and meta-analysis to evaluate the diag-
nostic performance of CCM in assessing corneal
nerve parameters in patients with DPN, when com-
pared with healthy controls and diabetic patients
without DPN.

METHODS
The process of the meta-analysis was performed
according to the Cochrane Collaboration recom-
mendations.20 The analysis results were reported
according to the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
statement.21

Identification and eligibility of relevant studies
A systematic search was performed using PubMed,
Excerpt Medica Database (EMBASE) and China

Figure 1 Flow diagram of article selection.
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National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) to identify abstracts
of articles involving human subjects (updated to June 2014).
The search strategy was based on a combination of terms: (1)
“corneal confocal microscopy”; (2) “diabetes” or “diabetic”
and (3) “neuropathy” or “neuropathies”. The following inclu-
sion criteria were adopted: (1) published between January
2003 and June 2014; (2) including at least 10 adult patients
with DPN; (3) study subjects: the disease group included
patients with DPN who met the international diagnostic cri-
teria for DPN1 and (4) at least one corneal nerve parameter
(NFD, NBD, NFL or TC) was used for detection of CCM.
Exclusion criteria included: abstracts from conferences and full
texts without raw data available for retrieval, case reports,
comments and reviews. When multiple publications from the
same study population were available, the most recent publica-
tion was included.

Data extraction and risk of bias assessment
Two reviewers extracted information from the eligible articles.
Extracted data included study details (such as the first author’s
name, year of publication, glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c),
corneal nerve parameters, type of CCM and exclusion criteria)
and patient characteristics (such as mean age, gender of patients,
diabetes type, duration of diabetes and sample size). The risk of
bias was assessed based on guidance provided in the Cochrane
Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions.20 Studies
were not excluded from the meta-analysis based on a high risk
of bias, but the risk of bias was taken into consideration during
interpretation of the results.

Statistical analysis
Review Manager V.5.3 (RevMan) was used for the meta-analysis.
Published data of cross-sectional studies for corneal nerve

Table 1 Characteristics of included studies

Study Groups N
Age
(years)

Sex
(M/F)

Diabetes
type (1/2)

Duration of
diabetes (years)

HbA1c

(%)
Exclusion Type

of CCM

Assessment with CCM

criteria* NFD NBD NFL TC

Ahmed et al5 Controls 64 38.9±17.6 30/34 – – 5.5±0.4 √ LSCM √ √ √ √
No-DPN 56 34.9±14.8 27/29 56/0 17.6±14.0 7.4±1.3 √ √ √ √ √
DPN 33 50.0±14.3 16/17 33/0 31.4±13.5 8.7±2.1 √ √ √ √ √

Edwards et al6 Controls 61 52±14 27/34 – – 5.4±0.3 √ LSCM √ √ √
No-DPN 143 48±16 66/77 105/38 14±12 7.8±1.2 √ √ √ √
DPN 88 58±9 57/31 51/37 23±14 8.2±1.7 √ √ √ √

Hertz et al7 Controls 20 41.4±17.3 5/15 – – 5.5±0.4 N/A LSCM √ √ √ √
No-DPN 12 42.8±16.9 18/8 26/0 22.7±16.4 8.0±1.9 N/A √ √ √ √
DPN 14 N/A √ √ √ √

Kallinikos et al8 Controls 18 57.8±11.5 N/A – – <6.5 N/A SSCM √
DPN 18 57.8±12.8 N/A 7/11 22.9±6.3 8.1±1.2 √ √

Malik et al9 Controls 18 57.8±11.5 N/A – – <6.5 N/A SSCM √ √ √
DPN 18 57.8±12.8 N/A 7/11 22.9±6.3 8.1±1.2 √ √ √ √

Mehra et al10 Controls 15 46±3 N/A – – N/A N/A SSCM √ √ √ √
DPN 20 41±1 N/A 20/0 27±2 8.9±1.4 N/A √ √ √ √

Petropoulos et al11 Controls 55 51.7±11.4 28/27 – – 5.5±0.3 √ LSCM √ √ √
No-DPN 86 50.4±14.1 108/78 N/A 24.2±21.2 7.7±1.6 √ √ √ √
DPN 100 N/A 34.4±17.3 7.9±1.6 √ √ √ √

Pritchard et al12 Controls 154 46±15 70/84 – – 5.5±0.3 √ LSCM √ √
No-DPN 168 43±16 85/83 168/0 20±15 8.0±1.2 √ √ √
DPN 74 57±11 41/33 74/0 34±16 8.6±1.8 √ √ √

Quattrini et al13 Controls 15 55.0±18.5 6/9 – – – √ SSCM √ √ √
No-DPN 10 53.5±10.2 6/4 3/7 16.7±14.0 7.2±1.3 √ √ √ √
DPN 44 59.1±11.0 36/8 13/31 21.2±12.1 8.0±1.8 √ √ √ √

Sivaskandarajah et al14 Controls 64 38.3±16.4 34/30 – – 5.6±0.4 √ LSCM √ √ √ √
No-DPN 63 32.7±13.6 29/34 63/0 17.3±12.2 7.5±1.2 √ √ √ √ √
DPN 33 48.5±13.7 14/19 33/0 32.3±13.1 8.4±1.6 √ √ √ √ √

Tavakoli et al15 Controls 17 55±19.8 8/9 – – <6.5 √ SSCM √ √ √
No-DPN 34 55±11.1 19/15 2/32 10.7±10.6 8.1±1.2 √ √ √ √
DPN 67 58.9±11.3 54/13 15/52 17.0±12.3 8.1±1.4 √ √ √ √

Tavakoli et al16 Controls 18 57.0±12.7 10/8 – – 5.7±0.4 √ SSCM √ √ √ √
DPN 25 52.0±10.0 20/5 15/10 26.5±12.5 8.1±1.5 √ √ √ √ √

Xue et al17 Controls 10 48.6±7.8 5/5 – – – N/A LSCM √ √ √
No-DPN 20 56.3±8.9 12/8 0/20 8.4±5.1 7.1±1.3 N/A √ √ √
DPN 25 52.0±10.6 15/10 0/25 9.2±6.7 7.9±1.6 N/A √ √ √

Data are presented as mean±SD for age, duration of diabetes and HbA1c.
The patients with DPN met the international diagnostic criteria for DPN.1 Cases of peripheral neuropathy were defined according to established consensus criteria using nerve
conduction studies and clinical examination.
*The exclusion criteria was described in the article, for example, patients with any other known cause of neuropathy or previous corneal abnormality were excluded.
CCM, corneal confocal microscopy; DPN, diabetic peripheral neuropathy; HbA1c, glycated haemoglobin; LSCM, laser-scanning confocal microscope; N/A, not applicable for this group;
NBD, corneal nerve branch density; NFD, corneal nerve fibre density; NFL, corneal nerve fibre length; No-DPN, diabetes without diabetic peripheral neuropathy; SSCM, slit-scanning
confocal microscope; TC, tortuosity coefficient.
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parameters (mean and SD) were entered as a continuous vari-
able. Baseline data were adopted for longitudinal studies. For
studies that only reported the SE or SEM, SD was calculated
with the formula SD ¼ SE� ffiffiffi

n
p

, where n is the sample size. In
one study,6 the results were only presented in figures and data
were obtained by measuring directly from these figures that
were printed on a large scale. We performed three groups of
comparisons for the parameters: (1) subjects with DPN versus
healthy controls; (2) subjects with DPN versus control diabetic
subjects without DPN (no-DPN) and (3) no-DPN versus healthy
controls.

For continuous variable outcomes, the weighted mean differ-
ence (WMD) and 95% CI were calculated. Heterogeneity
between the results of different studies was examined using the
I2 value, and p<0.05 and I2>50% were considered to indicate
statistically significant heterogeneity. If the included studies were
not heterogeneous, the fixed-effects model was used for the ana-
lysis, otherwise a random-effects model was chosen. Meta-
regression and subgroup analyses were performed to explain the
heterogeneity across studies. A sensitivity analysis was used to
determine the stability and reliability of the results. Publication
bias was assessed with a funnel plot.

RESULTS
Eligible studies and study characteristics
A flow chart of the included and excluded studies is shown in
figure 1. Our search strategy identified 639 potential reports.
After removal of duplicate records, 552 records remained and

the abstracts were reviewed based on predefined eligibility
criteria. A total of 62 records were considered as potentially
relevant and full texts were retrieved. At review of the full texts,
49 studies were excluded due to (1) the report was a review or
comment (n=25); (2) the study did not include DPN patients
or outcome data were unable to be extracted (n=21); (3) the
study included paediatric patients with DPN (n=1) and (4) the
articles of Tavakoli et al18 and Petropoulos et al19 overlapped
with other studies.6 11 The latter two reports were viewed as eli-
gible for including larger groups of patients or being the latest
reports (n=2). Ultimately, 13 studies with a total of 1680 parti-
cipants (DPN 559, controls 529 and no-DPN 592) were
included. Table 1 summarises the main characteristics of all eli-
gible studies.5–17 In nine included studies,7–11 13 15–17 diabetic
patients and control subjects were matched for age.

Risk of bias
To assess selection bias, reported procedures on sequence gener-
ation and allocation concealment were judged for all studies.
Often randomisation and concealment were not applicable in a
study because only one experimental group was investigated.
Seven studies reported the investigators interpreting the image
and making the measurements of CCM images were masked to
the status of the study participants (DPN, no-DPN or
control).7 9–12 15 16 Finally, all studies were also judged for
other possible sources of bias. Some of the procedures per-
formed during data extraction (eg, obtaining values from figures
or converting SE to SD) were considered to not cause bias, but

Figure 2 Forest plots of nerve fibre density (NFD) test results in diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN), healthy control and No-DPN groups.
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they could potentially cause some inaccuracy in the data used
for the analyses. The overall risk of bias for the outcomes of
interest was moderate.

Data synthesis and the meta-analysis
Nerve fibre density
Nine studies5 7 9–11 13–16 with a total of 901 participants (DPN
354, controls 286 and no-DPN 261) were included in the
meta-analysis. The NFD (no./mm2) in DPN was significantly
lower than the controls (WMD=−18.07, 95% CI −21.93 to
−14.20, p<0.00001) and no-DPN (WMD=−8.83, 95% CI
−11.49 to −6.17, p<0.00001). The detailed results are depicted
in figure 2.

Nerve branch density
Twelve studies5–7 9–17 with a total of 1644 participants (DPN
541, controls 511 and no-DPN 592) were included in the
meta-analysis. The NBD (no./mm2) in DPN was significantly
lower than the controls (WMD=−25.35, 95% CI −30.96 to

−19.74), p<0.00001) and no-DPN (WMD=−13.54, 95% CI
−20.41 to −6.66, p<0.00001). The detailed results are depicted
in figure 3.

Nerve fibre length
Twelve5–7 9–17 studies with a total of 1644 participants (DPN
541, controls 511 and no-DPN 592) were included in the
meta-analysis. The NFL (mm/mm2) in DPN was significantly
lower than the controls (WMD=−6.37, 95% CI −7.44 to
−5.30, p<0.00001) and no-DPN (WMD=−4.19, 95% CI
−5.35 to −3.04, p<0.00001). The detailed results are depicted
in figure 4.

Tortuosity coefficient
Eight studies5–8 10 14 16 17 with a total of 875 participants
(DPN 311, controls 270 and no-DPN 294) were included in the
meta-analysis. There were no statistically significant differences
in TCs (unitless) in the DPN both compared with the control
group (p=0.80) and no-DPN group (p=0.61).

Figure 3 Forest plots of nerve branch density (NBD) test results in diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN), healthy control and no-DPN groups.
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There was substantial between-study heterogeneity (p<0.05
and I2>50%). To assess possible explanations for the heterogen-
eity, we first applied single-factor meta-regression analysis by
adding the number of patients, publication year, mean age,
male–female distribution and duration time of diabetes separ-
ately as variates. A statistical difference was only found when
adding the number of patients as a variate (p=0.04). Subgroup
analysis was then executed based on the type of CCM
(laser-scanning confocal microscope, LSCM vs slit-scanning con-
focal microscope, SSCM), on the age balance setting (matched
age vs no matched age) and on the papers where the person
interpreting the outcome was masked to the DPN status
(masked vs no masked). No significant difference was found
(p>0.05). The detailed results of subgroup analysis are depicted
in online supplementary table S1 and figures S1–S9. To further
assess the reliability of our results, we performed a sensitivity
analysis by sequentially excluding individual studies. Statistically
similar results were obtained after sequentially excluding each
study, suggesting stability of the meta-analysis. Funnel plots of
these CCM parameters showed mild asymmetry visually, sug-
gesting a publication bias.

DISCUSSION
DPN, characterised by chronic paresthaesia and electrophysio-
logical abnormalities, is the most common chronic complication
of diabetes mellitus.22 The cornea, owing to its transparent
property, allows direct, non-invasive and in vivo imaging of
the small unmyelinated nerve fibre bundle with CCM. The
application of CCM in imaging the cornea provides a new
approach to the study of corneal nerve morphology. Studies in
diabetic patients have shown that corneal nerve damage assessed
with CCM relates to the severity of intraepidermal nerve fibre
loss in foot skin biopsies.13 A further significant potential of
CCM has been demonstrated with CCM detecting nerve fibre
regeneration after simultaneous pancreas and kidney transplant-
ation10 before symptoms, clinical neurologic deficits, nerve con-
duction attributes, corneal sensations and even skin biopsy. Our
meta-analysis confirmed that corneal nerve changes could be
detected using CCM in patients with DPN by detecting that
NFD, NBD and NFL were significantly reduced in patients with
DPN compared with healthy controls and diabetic patients
without DPN. However, the current study found no significant
differences in TCs between the DPN and control group or DPN

Figure 4 Forest plots of nerve fibre length (NFL) test results in diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN), healthy control and no-DPN groups.
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and no-DPN group. In fact, controversy has existed about TC
changes in DPN patients, with TC having been reported as
increased,8 17 reduced10 16 or unchanged.5–7 14 In our
meta-analysis, although not statistically significant, the pooled
mean TC value in the DPN group was higher than the healthy
controls (WMD=0.22) and no-DPN patients (WMD=0.15).
Experiments have demonstrated increased tortuosity of regener-
ating nerves, particularly in older animals.23 Thus, increased tor-
tuosity could be a morphologic marker of regeneration. Patient
characteristics, such as age, duration of diabetes or glycaemic
control in diabetic patients, and study design, such as techniques
or equipment used in the studies, may also influence TC
changes. Furthermore, impairment in corneal nerve parameters
also correlated with the severity of neuropathy. In the current
study, we discussed the variety of severity gradings reported in
the included studies.

Meta-regression analyses, subgroup analysis, sensitivity ana-
lysis and creation of funnel plots were performed to assess
between-study heterogeneity (p<0.05 and I2>50%).
Meta-regression analyses showed that publication year, mean
age, male–female distribution and duration of diabetes had no
significant influence on heterogeneity except for the number of
patients (p=0.04). Subgroup analysis confirmed that the type of
CCM (LSCM vs SSCM) and age balance setting showed no stat-
istical differences. Funnel plots with mild asymmetry suggested
a publication bias. Except for those discussed above, there may
still be variables that might differ among studies, such as the
severity of neuropathy of the cohorts examined, the acquisition
mode with CCM, the number of images analysed per partici-
pant, the field of view of the acquisition lens, operator tech-
nique and software applied to analyse images. Because of
variation in data presentation or incomplete reporting of data,
the effect of these variables on between-study heterogeneity
could not be further examined. Another limitation was that
there are multiple ways of defining morphological parameters
and no consensus has been reached regarding ‘gold standard’
definitions of parameters. Finally, for practical reasons, the eli-
gible studies only covered those that were written in English
and Chinese, which might bring bias. The funnel plot for publi-
cation bias was indeed significant, although this result may also
indicate small-study effects; that is, effects in small studies may
be larger than effects in larger studies. The meta-regression test
also proved that the sample size had an impact on heterogeneity.
Therefore, the results of the funnel plot could be attributed to
small-study effects. Further research is required to analyse this.

In conclusion, our meta-analysis was based on a larger sample
size compared with the individual studies. The results demon-
strated that NFD, NBD and NFL were significantly reduced in
patients with DPN compared with controls and diabetic patients
without DPN, while the changes in TCs were not significant.
Assessment of corneal nerve morphology with CCM could be a
promising method for diagnosing and evaluating diabetic
patients with DPN.
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